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RECORDS BEING WITHHELD IN THEIR ENTIRETY

The following types of information are being withheld:

Ex. 1 :[I Records properly classified pursuant to Executive Order 13526 (Est. pages--)
Ex. 2::E] Records regarding personnel rules and/or human capital administration (Est. pages_)
Ex. 3 1M Information about the design, manufacture, or utilization of nuclear weapons (Est. pages__

E--Information about the protection or security of reactors and nuclear materials (Est. pages_)
I-ZContractor proposals not incorporated into a final contract with the NRC (Est. pages-)
* Qther: Information withheld under the Convention on Nuclear Safety.

Ex. 4:[ Proprietary information provided by a submitter to the NRC (Est. pages--)
a Other: Submitted by a foreign government.

Ex. 5:bDraft documents (D.P. Privilege) (Est. pages_)
[j]Correspondence deliberating a proposed action (D.P. Privilege) (Est. pages_)
D]Records prepared by counsel in anticipation of litigation (A.W.P. Privilege) (Est. pages-)
LI Privileged communications between counsel and a client (A.C. Privilege) (Est. pages-)
[] Other

Ex. 6:E] Agency employee PII, including SSN, contact information, birthdates, etc. (Est. pages__)
[ZjThird party PII, including names, phone numbers, or other personal information (Est. pages__)

Ex. 7(A):-- Copies of ongoing investigation case files, exhibits, notes, ROI's, etc. (Est. pages_)
Li Records that reference or are related to a separate ongoing investigation(s) (Est. pages_)

Ex. 7(C): [-1Special Agent or other law enforcement PIH (Est. pages_)
[I]PII of third parties referenced in records compiled for law enforcement purposes (Est. pages__

Ex. 7(D):E-- Witnesses' and Allegers' PH1 in law enforcement records (Est. pages--)
--]Confidential Informant or law enforcement information provided by other entity (Est. pages_)

Ex. 7(E): -]Law Enforcement Technique/Procedure used for criminal investigations (Est. pagesj
[--Technique or procedure used for security or prevention of criminal activity (Est. pages--)

Ex. 7(F): Li Information that could aid a terrorist or compromise security (Est. pages__)
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